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    Abstract

        
            A newly emerging plasma-based system, currently under development for material dissociation and mass separation applications in the area of high-level radioactive waste treatment, may have possible applications as a central processing unit for spent nuclear fuel reprocessing. Because this system has no moving parts and obtains separations by electromagnetic techniques, it offers a distinct advantage over chemically based separation techniques, in that the total waste volume does not increase. The basic concepts underlying the operation of this plasma-based system are discussed, along with the demonstrated and expected capabilities of this system. Possible fuel reprocessing configurations using this plasma-based technology are also mentioned.
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                    Detection of Cm-224 in plutonium-bearing wastes at reprocessing facilities

                    
                        Conference
                            Beddingfield, D; Belian, A
                            

                    There is concern that small amounts of curium present in reprocessing facility low-activity wastes can interfere with plutonium verification measurement of these wastes. In this paper we will present calculational data showing the effect of curium presence on verification measurements and methods of discriminating between curium and plutonium for certain cases that may be encountered during verification activity. For curium contamination greater than 1 atom per 10{sup 6} Pu atoms, the presence of Cm in low-activity wastes can be determined by examining the D/T ratio observed from the sample. In the range of 1 to 1000 ppm it is possiblemore » to independently quantify both Pu and Cm in sample. Above 1000 ppm Cm the sample is indistinguishable from pure Cm using only this analysis. The line labeled SNF shown in Figure 1 and 2 is the typical Cm/Pu ratio of spent fuel cooled for 10 years. The ability to quantifiably distinguish between Pu and Cm only exists below the SNF ratio. First separation cycle wastes will typically have Cm concentrations above the SNF ratio and thus will be indistinguishable from pure Cm. And quantification of Pu in these samples is not possible from this technique. However, in the reverse, the analysis method will allow the certification of the absence of Cm in a particular sample originating from the first separation cycle. Wastes generated after the first separation cycle will have Cm contamination below the SNF line and will lend themselves to independent determination of the Pu and Cm mass or the certification of the absence of Pu in the waste. Despite the limited range of curium contamination where Cm and Pu can be independently determined by this technique, the ability to certify the absence of Cm in a waste drum with only passive neutron measurement is very useful when performing waste measurements from reprocessing facilities. If the wastes are being assayed for 'measured discard' purposes the possibility of a significant bias in the reported result is greatly reduced by the application of this technique.« less
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                    Application of a Plasma Mass Separator to Advanced LWR Spent Fuel Reprocessing

                    
                        Conference
                            Freeman, Richard; Miller, Robert; Papay, Larry; ... 
                            

                    The US Department of Energy (DOE) is investigating spent fuel reprocessing for the purposes of increasing the effective capacity of a deep geological repository, reducing the radiotoxicity of waste placed in the repository and conserving nuclear fuel resources. DOE is considering hydro-chemical processing of the spent fuel after cutting the fuel cladding and fuel dissolution in nitric acid. The front end process, known as UREX, is largely based on the PUREX process and extracts U, Tc as well as fission product gases. A number of additional processing steps have become known as UREX+. One of the steps includes a furthermore » chemical treatment of remove Cs and Sr to reduce repository heat load. Other steps include successive extraction of the actinides from residual fission products, including the lanthanides. The additional UREX+ processing renders the actinides suitable for burning as reactor fuel in an advanced reactor to convert actinides to shorter-lived fission products and to produce power. New methods for separating groups of elements by their atomic mass have been developed and can be exploited to enhance spent fuel reprocessing. These physical processes dry the waste streams so that they can be vaporized and singly ionized in plasma that is contained in longitudinal magnetic and perpendicular electric fields. Proper configuration of the fields causes the plasma to rapidly rotate and expel heavier mass ions at the center of the machine. Lower mass ions form closed orbits within the cylindrical plasma column and are transported to either end of the machine. This plasma mass separator was originally developed to reduce the mass of material that must be immobilized in borosilicate glass from DOE defense waste at former weapons production facilities. The plasma mass separator appears to be well-suited for processing the UREX raffinate and solids streams by exploiting the large atomic mass gap that exists between lanthanides (< {approx}180 amu) and actinides (> {approx}220 amu). In one processing step the raffinate and solids would be separated into a group of residual fission products including the lanthanides and another group containing predominately Pu and mixed higher actinides. The plasma mass separator could process the UREX raffinate and solids directly for spent fuel that has cooled for 50 years or more, but there may be some advantage to removing Cs and Sr by hydro-chemical means for relatively short ({approx}10 years) cooled fuel. This paper will explore the potential cost and environmental impact advantages of combining a hydro-chemical front end with a plasma mass separator back end in an advanced spent fuel reprocessing plant. (authors)« less

                        
                            
                            
                    

                    

                

            
        		
    
                                        
                                    
                                        	
            



                    RADIOACTIVE WASTE MANAGEMENT IN THE USSR: A REVIEW OF UNCLASSIFIED SOURCES, 1963-1990

                    
                        Technical Report
                            Bradley, D.; Schneider, K.
                            

                    The Soviet Union operates a vast and growing radioactive waste management system. Detailed information on this system is rare and a general overall picture only emerges after a review of a great deal of literature. Poor waste management practices and slow implementation of environmental restoration activities have caused a great deal of national concern. The release of information on the cause and extent of an accident involving high-level waste at the Kyshtym production reactor site in 1957, as well as other contamination at the site, serve to highlight past Soviet waste management practices. As a result, the area of wastemore » management is now receiving greater emphasis, and more public disclosures. Little is known about Soviet waste management practices related to uranium mining, conversion, and fuel fabrication processes. However, releases of radioactive material to the environment from uranium mining and milling operations, such as from mill tailings piles, are causing public concern. Official Soviet policy calls for a closed fuel cycle, with reprocessing of power reactor fuel that has been cooled for five years. For power reactors, only VVER-440 reactor fuel has been reprocessed in any significant amount, and a decision on the disposition of RBMK reactor fuel has been postponed indefinitely. Soviet reprocessing efforts are falling behind schedule; thus longer storage times for spent fuel will be required, primarily at multiple reactor stations. Information on reprocessing in the Soviet Union has been severely limited until 1989, when two reprocessing sites were acknowledged by the Soviets. A 400-metric ton (MT) per year reprocessing facility, located at Kyshtym, has been operational since 1949 for reprocessing production reactor fuel. This facility is reported to have been reprocessing VVER-440 and naval reactor fuel since 1978, with about 2000 MT of VVER-440 fuel being reprocessed by July 1989. A second facility, located near Krasnoyarsk and having a 1500 MT per year capacity as the first of several modules, was about 30% completed by July 1989. The completion of this plant was subsequently "indefinitely postponed." The initial reprocessing scheme at the Kyshtym site used sodium uranyl acetate precipitation from fuel dissolved in nitric acid solutions. The basic method~ ology now appears to be based on the conventional PUREX process. Dry reprocessing on a pilot or laboratory scale has been under way in Dimitrovgrad since 1984, and a larger unit is now being built, according to the French CEA. Perhaps significantly, much research is being done on partitioning high-level waste into element fractions. The Soviets appear to have the technology to remove radioactive noble gases released during reprocessing operations; however, there are no indications of its implementation. Millions of curies of liquid low- and intermediate-level wastes have been disposed of by well injection into underground areas where they were supposedly contained by watertight rock strata. Some gaseous wastes were also disposed of by well injection. This practice is not referred to in recent literature and thus may not be widely used today. Rather, it appears that these waste streams are now first treated to reduce volume, and then solidified using bitumen or concrete. These solidified liquid wastes from Soviet nuclear power reactor operations, along with solid wastes, are disposed of in shallow-land burial sites located at most large power reactor stations. In addition, 35 shallow-land burial sites have been alluded to by the Soviets for disposal of industrial, medical, and research low-level wastes as well as ionization sources. Research on tritium-bearing and other gaseous wastes is mentioned, as well as a waste minimization program aimed at reducing the volume of waste streams by 30%. The Soviets have announced that their high-level waste management plan is to 1) store liquid wastes for 3-5 years; 2) incorporate the waste into glass (at a final glass volume of 100-150 liters/MT of fuel reprocessed); 3) set it aside in air-cooled storage for 30-50 years; and 4} provide for its final disposal in a deep geologic repository. High-level waste solidification research started in the 1950s, and a pilot vitrification facility has operated for 10 years at Kyshtym. A fully radioactive unit also operated there for about two years until 1988 and produced 160 MT of HLW phosphate glass, containing 3.9 x 106 curies of radioactivity. [This corresponds to radioactivity in about 10 MT of 10-year-old power reactor fuel.] Problems with the glass melter electrodes have caused this latter plant to shut down, but a new design and plant are being developed. A site near Krasnoyarsk has also recently been referred to as a disposal site for low- and intermediate-level waste streams and possibly for vitrified wastes from Kyshtym. Deep geologic disposal of vitrified high-level waste has been studied, at a modest level of effort, over the last decade in the Soviet Union. Key disposal concepts under consideration include mining shafts, deep drill holes, and underground excavations. Although a variety of host rock types have been addressed, the emphasis appears to be on salt, clay, and granite. The Soviet Union appears to require the use of man-made barriers and waste packages in permanent disposal, but the geologic formation will be relied upon as the primary protective barrier. The construction schedule for a Soviet repository has not been stated. Meanwhile, a decision on the first repository site may be made in 1990, with a candidate site being at Chelyabinsk.« less
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                    Principles of Product Quality Control of German Radioactive Waste Forms from the Reprocessing of Spent Fuel: Vitrification, Compaction and Numerical Simulation - 12529

                    
                        Conference
                            Tietze-Jaensch, Holger; Schneider, Stephan; Aksyutina, Yuliya; ... 
                            

                    The German product quality control is inter alia responsible for control of two radioactive waste forms of heat generating waste: a) homogeneous vitrified HLW and b) heterogeneous compacted hulls, end-pieces and technological metallic waste. In either case, significantly different metrology is employed at the site of the conditioning plant for the obligatory nuclide inventory declaration. To facilitate an independent evaluation and checking of the accompanying documentation numerical simulations are carried out. The physical and chemical properties of radioactive waste residues are used to assess the data consistency and uncertainty margins, as well as to predict the long-term behavior of themore » radioactive waste. This is relevant for repository acceptance and safety considerations. Our new numerical approach follows a bottom-up simulation starting from the burn-up behavior of the fuel elements in the reactor core. The output of these burn-up calculations is then coupled with a program that simulates the material separation in the subsequent dissolution and extraction processes normalized to the mass balance. Follow-up simulations of the separated reprocessing lines of a) the vitrification of highly-active liquid and b) the compaction of residual intermediate-active metallic hulls remaining after fuel pellets dissolution, end-pieces and technological waste, allows calculating expectation values for the various repository relevant properties of either waste stream. The principles of the German product quality control of radioactive waste residues from the spent fuel reprocessing have been introduced and explained. Namely, heat generating homogeneous vitrified HLW and heterogeneous compacted metallic MLW have been discussed. The advantages of a complementary numerical property simulation have been made clear and examples of benefits are presented. We have compiled a new program suite to calculate the physical and radio-chemical properties of common nuclear waste residues. The immediate benefit is the independent assessment of radio-active inventory declarations and much facilitated product quality control of waste residues that need to be returned to Germany and submitted to a German HLW-repository requirements. Wherever possible, internationally accepted standard programs are used and embedded. The innovative coupling of burn-up calculations (SCALE) with neutron and gamma transport codes (MCPN-X) allows an application in the world of virtual waste properties. If-then-else scenarios of hypothetical waste material compositions and distributions provide valuable information of long term nuclide property propagation under repository conditions over a very long time span. Benchmarking the program with real residue data demonstrates the power and remarkable accuracy of this numerical approach, boosting the reliability of the confidence aforementioned numerous applications, namely the proof tool set for on-the-spot production quality checking and data evaluation and independent verification. Moreover, using the numerical bottom-up approach helps to avoid the accumulation of fake activities that may gradually build up in a repository from the so-called conservative or penalizing nuclide inventory declarations. The radioactive waste properties and the hydrolytic and chemical stability can be predicted. The interaction with invasive chemicals can be assessed and propagation scenarios can be developed from reliable and sound data and HLW properties. Hence, the appropriate design of a future HLW repository can be based upon predictable and quality assured waste characteristics. (authors)« less

                        
                            
                            
                    

                    

                

            
        		
    
                                        
                                    
                                        	
            



                    Selective nitride precipitation - reprocessing scheme for thorium based nuclear fuel

                    
                        Thesis/Dissertation
                            Slivinsky, S
                            

                    The molten ternary system U-Th-Sn was studied to provide a selective nitriding separation scheme applicable for alternate nuclear fuel cycles. These fuel cycles would be thorium based, and means must be provided to change the end-point ratio of Th to U to recycle the fuel back into reactors. The nitriding process was studied as a function of temperature and wt% of U/Th in Sn, using a Sieverts-type apparatus. The technique set forth provides a scheme of coprocessing of Th and U, leaving Pu and other fission products in a liquid solution with Sn solvent. Later, much of the tin ismore » removed for recycling, leaving solid FP-tin blocks for waste disposal. The Pu 239 would not be separated into a singular processing stream. Such a scheme contributes to a nonproliferating fuel cycle. The separation method was demonstrated in a U-Th-Gd-Sn system. Separation experiments using thorium, uranium, and synthetic spent fuel materials in a liquid tin solution were also conducted. It was shown that the fission product elements were found to remain in the tin solution. The separation concepts and techniques for reprocessing thorium-based spent fuel, using selective nitride precipitation, have been shown to be very sound.« less
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